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The surface phase behavior of lysozyme is studied, first by studying its adsorption at aqueous-gas
interfacesandthenbystudying itspenetration intoan insolublemonolayerofdipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
(DPPC). When lysozyme adsorbs on an aqueous-gas interface, the surface tension remains constant over
an extended period of time before reducing. This induction period indicates a first-order transition at the
interface from a surface gaseous phase to a liquid-expanded phase. The coexistence of these phases is
demonstrated by fluorescence imaging. The surface tension evolution is compared favorably to theoretical
traces predicted for the dynamic adsorption of a soluble amphiphile which undergoes a surface phase
change. Lysozyme is an ellipsoidal molecule which can adsorb in either side-on or end-on configurations.
The transition from side-on to end-on adsorption is shown to coincide with the phase change. The time
scales for the adsorption process are in agreement with a diffusion-controlled mechanism at dilute
concentrations but are far longer at elevated concentrations, indicating the presence of a strong kinetic
barrier to adsorption. Long time surface tension data as a function of bulk concentration C∞ show no
reduction for C∞ corresponding to (side-on) gaseous surface states, strong reduction at C∞ corresponding
to (end-on) liquid-expanded surface states. In the penetration experiments, an insoluble monolayer of
DPPC is initially present. The surface pressure rise upon exposing the monolayer to lysozyme solution
has no induction period. This is explained in terms of the lipid screening cohesive interactions between
the adsorbed lysozyme molecules, eliminating the phase change. Finally, Brewster angle microscopy
(BAM) images and compression isotherms for the two-component system are discussed in terms of
intermolecular interactions.

1. Introduction

When lysozymeadsorbsontoa freshly createdaqueous-
gas interface, the surface tension remains constantduring
an induction period. Thereafter, the surface tension
reduces. The induction period decreases with bulk
concentration. This induction period has been observed
in a several protein adsorption studies. Tripp et al.1
studied the dynamic surface tension of lysozyme adsorp-
tion using a pendant bubble technique; it was suggested
that the inductionperiod in the surface tensionmayreflect
a conformational change at the interface. Van der Vegt
et al.2 used sessile drops to simultaneously study the
aqueous-gas and aqueous-solid interface of protein
solution droplets deposited on Teflon. They report an
induction period in both the surface tensions of aqueous-
airandaqueous-solid (as inferred fromcontactangledata)
interfaces fora series ofproteins, including lysozyme.They
attribute the induction period to conformational changes
of the adsorbed protein or suggest that the excess surface
concentration may be zero during this period. Serrein et
al.3 observed an induction period for the proteins casein
and buttermilk. They assumed that protein adsorption

can be neglected during this time period and shifted the
origin of the time axis accordingly. GrahamandPhillips4
reported both the dynamic surface pressure byWilhelmy
plate technique and the surface concentration evolution
using radiolabeling techniques for lysozyme. While the
surface pressure does not change initially, the surface
concentration does. A similar study of the surface
concentration, with careful corrections for the adsorption
of lysozyme to the bounding surfaces of the experimental
apparatus, was performed by Hunter et al.5 Again, in
their data, there is no delay in the adsorption of lysozyme
at the aqueous-air interface.
Xu and Damodaran6 also used radiolabeling to study

lysozyme adsorption and a Wilhelmy plate to study the
surface tension. They report a delay in the onset of
adsorption after aspirating the interface to remove any
preadsorbed protein, contrary to the results of Hunter et
al. and Graham and Phillips. Xu and Damodoran also
report that the surface pressure increase lags the surface
concentration and suggest that lysozyme does not alter
the forces at the interface until some degree of confor-
mational change has occurred there.
Inductionperiods in the surface tension relaxationhave

been observed for simple surface activemolecules such as
the long chain 1-alcohols, e.g., 1-decanol, whose structure
favors cohesive intermolecular interactions. (For a thor-
ough reviewof other soluble surfactant studies that report
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induction times, see Lin et al.7 and Pollard8 et al.) When
these interactions are pronounced enough, a 2-D phase
transition can occur from a surface gaseous phase to a
surface liquid-expanded phase. For 1-decanol, the phase
transition occurs when the mean area per molecule is
small enough to allow themolecule to contact neighboring
molecules ina side-on configuration.7 Further adsorption
is thought to be accompaniedbyamolecular reorientation
to end-on adsorption.
Lysozyme in solution under the conditions of this study

(pH) 7.5, 0.15MNaCl in phosphate buffered saline) has
a charge of +8e; the Debye length is 7.8 Å. Similar
conditions were used in the protein adsorption studies
reviewed above. Electrostatic repulsion is effectively
screened; the second virial coefficient for lysozyme in
solutionundersimilar conditionswasmeasuredbyosmotic
pressure techniques in a study of protein crystallization
and found to be negative.9
Lysozyme has a hard, ellipsoidal structure which does

not denature easily. Themolecule has two characteristic
cross sections: a side of dimensions of roughly 30 Å × 45
Å and an end of dimension 30 Å × 30 Å.10 Hunter et al.
report that lysozyme adsorbs on aqueous-gas interfaces
in a side-on configuration at dilute coverages, with a
transition to an end-on configuration at more elevated
coverages. In this paper,we argue that this reorientation
occurs as a first-order surface phase change, causing an
inductionperiod to appear in thedynamic surface tension.
Consider adsorption to an interface that is exposed to a
lysozyme solution. Lysozyme initially adsorbs in the
surface gaseous, side-on configuration. The surface ten-
sion barely reduces. Adsorption decreases the area/
molecule, driving the protein from the surface gaseous
state toa coexistence state, inwhich themolecules reorient
from side-on (the gaseous state) to end-on (the liquid-
expanded state). For a first order transition, this occurs
at constant surface tension. Domains of end-on lysozyme
grow as the adsorption proceeds until they cover the
interface. Further adsorption of lysozyme occurs in the
end-on, liquid-expanded state, for which the surface
tension is highly sensitive.
To probe whether domains of liquid-expanded phase

indeed form,we spread a fluorescent dye from chloroform
at the interface of a lysozyme solution. As lysozyme
adsorbed, fluorescence imagesof liquid-expandeddomains
are apparent in a dark surface gaseous phase, suggesting
that a surface phase transformation is indeed occurring
(see Figure 1).
In this study, the surface phase behavior of lysozyme

adsorption is addressed. Using both pendant bubble
tensiometry and the Wilhelmy plate technique, the
dynamicsurface tensionbehaviorofair-lysozymesolution
interfaces is carefully studied. The experiments were
performed in controlled environments to prevent any
artifacts causedbyconvectionorevaporation. This system
fails to equilibrate after extremely long times (e.g. even
after 105 seconds, lysozyme solutions of concentrations
C∞ of 9.2 × 10-4 wt % have not yet equilibrated). The
profile shapes are qualitatively similar to those predicted
by a dynamic Frumkin adsorption model with cohesive
interactions strong enough to drive a surface phase
transition.11 They are discussed in this context.

The long timesurface tensiondatareportedasa function
of C∞ can be divided into three regions which correspond
to different configurations of adsorbed lysozyme as
described by Hunter et al.5 For C∞ values that are
sufficiently dilute, the surface tension remains equal to
that for the pure buffer. This concentration range
corresponds to that for side-on adsorption. For greater
C∞, the surface tension reduces strongly for concentrations
corresponding to end-on adsorption. Finally, the surface
tension again remains constant for C∞ corresponding to
multilayer formation.
Proteins have been shown to have adsorption12 and

desorption4,5 kinetic barriers. Using a simple scaling
argument, it is shown that the surface tension data for
lysozyme agrees with a diffusion-controlled mechanism
fordilute concentrationsbut shifts to strongkinetic control
at higher concentrations.
The phase change is driven by cohesive interactions

between the lysozymemolecules. These interactions are
altered by the presence of a second surface active
component. For example, the induction period in surface
tension disappears when lysozyme adsorbs onto an
interface initially covered with an insolublemonolayer of
DPPC.13 The presence of DPPCmay screen the cohesion
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Figure 1. Fluorescence images of liquid-expanded islands of
lysozyme in a surface gaseous phase for lysozyme adsorbed
from solution. The fluorescent dye is NBD-HDA, (4-hexade-
cylammonio)-7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazole, from Molecular
Probes. The dye was excited by a 10mW argon ion laser at 488
nm. The dye is quenched in the gaseous phase and fluoresces
in the liquid-expanded phase.
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between the adsorbed lysozyme and can prevent a phase
change. This is shown using a two-component Frumkin
model.
Finally, the impact of lysozyme on the phase behavior

of a DPPC monolayer is investigated. A compression
isotherm of DPPC taken on the surface of a lysozyme
solution is discussed. Using Brewster angle microscopy
(BAM),14,15 images are recorded of domains formed in the
mixed monolayer for DPPC initially in the coexistence
region between the liquid-expanded to liquid-condensed
states. The images show that the domain morphology
and the orientational order in the domains differ from
those that occur in the absence of lysozyme.

2. Experimental Section

In this paper, three sets of experiments are presented: (i) the
surface tension relaxation caused by lysozyme adsorption at
aqueous-gas interfaces by pendant bubble and Wilhelmy plate
methods; (ii) the dynamic surface pressure increase driven by
lysozyme penetration into an insoluble monolayer of DPPC; (iii)
a study of themorphology and inner structure of DPPC domains
in the presence of adsorbed lysozyme by BAM. The materials
and experimental protocols for each experiment are described
below.
2.1. Materials. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma

chemicals and used without further modification, including
chicken egg lysozyme, L-DPPC, and chloroform. The DPPCwas
spread from chloroform. All experiments were done in a
phosphate buffered saline solution at pH 7.4 and 0.15 M NaCl.
Purewater fromaMilliporeMilli-Qwater filtration systemwith
a resistivity of 18 MΩ cm was used to make all solutions and for
all cleaning procedures. Lysozyme solutions were stored at 5 °C
and were used within 3 days or discarded.
Scrupulous cleaning of all apparatus was performed. The

quartz cellused in thependantbubbleexperimentsand theTeflon
beakers for the lysozymeexperimentswere cleaned inNochromix
acid solution and rinsed copiously in the purified water. Prior
to eachexperiment, theLangmuir troughswere filledwithboiling
water and soaked for an hour. The water was then removed by
suction, and the troughwas carefully wipedwith either benzene
or hexane. The trough was then soaked again in hot water. The
Wilhelmy plates used to monitor the surface pressure in the
monolayer penetration experiments were made of glass; they
were cleaned by soaking them in a bath of sulfuric acid and then
rinsing copiously. The Wilhelmy plates used to study the
lysozyme adsorption at air-buffer interfaces were made of
platinum; they were cleaned by “flaming” them before each
experiment.
2.2. SurfaceTensionRelaxationStudies. Twotechniques

were used to study the surface tension relaxation of lysozyme at
aqueous-air interfaces. The protocol for each is standard, and
is discussed briefly below. All experiments were performed at
22 ( 1 °C.
WilhelmyPlate. The surface tension relaxation of lysozyme

was studied by the Wilhelmy plate technique. The force
transducer was calibrated with the weight of the plate in air.
The weight of the meniscus was then recorded. Assuming zero
contactangle, themeniscusweightwas thenrelated to thesurface
tension.
The Wilhelmy plate was configured so that it hung directly

above a Teflon beaker. Aqueous solutions of lysozyme of known
concentration were poured into the beaker; the liquid level was
raised until the solution came into contact with the Wilhelmy
plate edge so that a meniscus formed. A typical elapsed time
between pouring and contact of the liquidwith the plate is about
30 s. The force transducer was configured to a PC; the surface
tension was recorded continuously throughout the experiment.
The force transducerandbeakerwerehoused ina tightly sealed

environmental chamber, minimizing evaporation. The temper-
ature was also monitored and recorded to disk throughout the
adsorption process. The experiments typically lasted several

days. Temperature variations were less than (1 °C. The error
bar in our Wilhelmy plate measurements is (0.5 dyn/cm.
Pendant Bubble Method. The pendant bubble apparatus

design, experimental protocol, and data analysis have been
described in detail elsewhere16 and are only briefly reviewed
here.
An optical quality quartz cell filled with lysozyme solution

was placed in the path of a collimated light beam. An inverted
needlewas immersed in the solution. At theneedle tip, apendant
bubblewas formed. The lightbeamcasta silhouette of thebubble
onto a CCD camera, allowing a digitized image of the bubble to
be recorded; this imagewas stored via a digitizer on aPC. These
digital images were processed using an edge detection routine
that locates thebubble edgeprecisely, towithin fractionsofpixels,
usingan interpolation routine. Thebubble edgewasnumerically
compared to the shapepredictedby theYoung-Laplace equation
for a given surface tension according to the protocol presented
in Rotenberg et al.17
Prior to each experiment, the surface tension of clean water

was confirmed at the laboratory temperature. CRC handbook18
values are recovered within 0.2 dyn/cm, or the apparatus is
recalibrated.
The apparatus requires careful calibration, and thereafter

gives highly reproducible, precise results. Collimating lenses
are aligned. The calibration routine involves finding two
independent aspect ratios. One is the ratio of pixels per unit
length. The other is the ratio of x to y pixels. These ratios are
obtained from a digitized image of a spherical bead. Once
calibrated, the system is stable; recalibration is required only if
the lenses inadvertently become misaligned.
The inverted needlewas attached to a solenoid valve-syringe

pump assembly interfaced to a PC via an A/D board. This
assembly allowed bubbles of constant mass to be formed and
subsequently isolated from the surrounding environment. By
pressurization of the air in the syringe and rapid opening and
closing of the solenoid valve, bubbles can be formed reproducibly
in as little as 0.05 s, allowing early-time surface tension to be
measured.
In each experiment, a pendant bubblewas formed. As protein

adsorbed on the interface, the surface tension decreased and the
bubblebecame increasinglydistended. Byrecordingof thebubble
image over time, the evolution of the surface tension was
determined.
2.3. MonolayerPenetrationTrough. The circular trough

apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere,19 and is only
briefly described here (see Figure 2). A circular trough was
partitioned into two semicircular halves by two fixed barriers
(A). Region I of the trough was filled with pure buffer solution
and region II by buffered lysozyme solution. Both regions I and
II were aspirated prior to the deposition of DPPC on region I.
Apart from the fixed dividing barriers, there were two more
barriers which sweep the interface (B). The DPPC monolayer
was formed in region I between the two sweepingbarriers. These
barriers were used to compress the DPPC monolayer to the
desired surface pressure at an average rate of 140 pm2/molecule/
s. Immediately after compressing the monolayer, it was moved
fromregion I to region IIat constantarea, exposing themonolayer
to the surface active lysozyme. The surface pressure was
monitored by a Wilhelmy plate during and after the transfer
process.
One advantage of this protocol is that the insolublemonolayer

isexposed to thesolubleamphiphilewithaminimumofdisruption
by convection (in comparison to methods where the soluble
component is injected into the subphase). The initial conditions
are well-defined. However, because of the large surface area of
the trough, evaporation of the subphase was significant in
experiments that lasted several hours.
2.4. BAMStudyofDPPC-LysozymeSystem. ABrewster

angle microscope20 (BAM 1, NFT, Göttingen) was mounted on
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a Langmuir trough. Immediately after sweeping the interface,
a DPPC monolayer was spread from chloroform on the surface
of a buffered lysozyme solution. The monolayer was then
compressed slowly, at a rate of 0.5 Å2 molecule-1 min-1 to 68
nm2/moleculeDPPC, in theplateau region for coexistence ofLE-
LC phases. BAM images of the domains formed were obtained
using a CCD camera and video recorder. The evolution of these
domains was studied at two lysozyme concentrations (5 × 10-5

wt % and 10-4 wt %).

3. Results: Surface Tension

3.1. Surface Tension Relaxation. In Figure 3, a
family of surface tension relaxation curves obtained by
the pendant bubble method for lysozyme as a function of
concentration is shown. The bulk concentrations for all
three experiments correspond to a final state of end-on
adsorption, according to Hunter et al.’s data. There is a
prolonged inductionperiod overwhich the surface tension
remains constant, roughly 8000 s for the most dilute
solution (C∞ ) 4.8 × 10-5 wt %), and 700 s for the more
concentrated solution, (C∞ ) 1.0 × 10-3 wt %). The time
scales for the entire relaxation processwere prohibitively
long for the pendant bubblemethod; typically, the bubble
popped while the surface tension was still strongly
decreasing with time. (The data reported in Figure 3c
are complex; two long-lived plateaus are apparent in the
long time data, suggesting that there may be first-order
phase changes occurring in the interface caused by
rearrangements at long times. These plateaus are
reproducible; theyarealsoapparent in theWilhelmyplate
data reported at a similar concentration in Figure 5.)
The Wilhelmy plate technique allowed the long time

surface tension to be studied. Dynamic traces of the
surface tensionwererecorded forgreater than105 s; typical
data are presented in Figures 4 and 5 as a function of

concentration. These experimentswere terminated after
therewas no apparent change in the surface tension after
1 day.
Figure 4 corresponds to a bulk lysozyme concentration

of side-on final adsorbed state according toHunter et al.’s
data. The surface tension for this experiment does not
change even after 2-3 days; the interface never leaves
the surface gaseous state.
In Figure 5, the bulk concentrations correspond to a

final state of end-on adsorption; they are similar to the
data reported in Figure 3. Note that from the shape of
the surface tension profiles graphed against log t, it is
clear that the traces in Figures 3 and 5 have not attained
equilibrium. This calls into question any discussions of
liquid-gas equilibrium surface tensions for this protein,
suchas those inGrahamandPhillips. XuandDamodoran
also report that the surface tension of lysozyme fails to
equilibrate after up to 24 h. Here it is shown that, even
after several days, no equilibrium is attained.(20) Vollhardt, D. Adv. Colloid Interface Sci. 1996, 64, 143.

Figure2. Schematic of themonolayerpenetration troughused
in the dynamic penetration experiment. Region I contains pure
phosphate buffer solution. The insoluble monolayer, DPPC, is
spread on region I and compressed to desired surface pressure,
before it is swept to region II. Region II is filled with buffered
lysozyme solution.

Figure 3. Dynamics of surface tension decrease of lysozyme
obtained by the pendant bubble for (a) C ) 4.8 × 10-5 wt %,
(b) C ) 1.08 × 10-4 wt %, and (c) C ) 1.00 × 10-3 wt %. These
bulk concentrations correspond to a final state of end-on
adsorption.
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3.2. Solution Age and Reproducibility. Most of
our experiments lasted 3-4 days, all at 22 ( 1 °C. None
were runbeyond5days. Typically, protein solutionswere
gently stirred overnight (a maximum of 10 h) before the
experiments were initiated. The following control experi-
ments were performed (all at 22 ( 1 °C).
A circular dichroism (CD) absorption spectrum was

obtained for a lysozyme solution of concentration 3.53 ×
10-3 wt % that was aged for 2 days and compared to a
reference lysozyme control sample of the same concentra-
tion. (The control sample was well characterized by a
calorimetric technique and by CD spectra.) The spectra
nearly superpose (Figure6a), suggesting that the lysozyme
is pure and in its native state.
To assess the impact of aging on our experiments, a

protein solution of 2.2 × 10-4 wt % was prepared by our
usual protocol; it was stored at 22 ( 1 °C in a sealed
volumetric flask. The same solution was used for all of
the control experiments discussed below. The duration
of the induction period tind was checked as a function of
the solution age, 200 mL of solution was poured into a
Teflon beaker, and the surface tension evolution was
studied using the Wilhelmy plate technique. The induc-
tion period lasts roughly 4 × 104 s at this concentration,
one of the longest induction periods reported.
The duration tind is reported in Figure 6b; it showed

little change for 2 days (day 1, tind ) 4 × 104 s; day 2 tind
) 4 × 104 s). However, by the fourth day, the duration
deceased significantly (day4, tind )9×103 s). This cannot
be explained by a depletion of the bulk concentration by
adsorption to the sides of the flask or beaker,whichwould
increase tind. It may indicate protein denaturation. All
induction periods reported above occur within the time
span during which these control experiments indicate
reproducibility. The longer time data should be inter-
preted cautiously, noting the possibility of denaturation.
3.3. Long Time Surface Tension Data. Long time

surface tension data as a function of lysozyme bulk
concentration is shown in Figure 7. The data show
differing behavior in the three characteristic regions
reported byHunter et al. in their adsorption isotherm. At
dilute bulk concentrations, lysozyme adsorbs in a surface
gaseous (side-on) statewhere thesurface tensiondecreases
negligibly. In the second region, which corresponds to
the liquid-expanded phase, the surface tension is very
sensitive to the bulk concentrations. At high bulk
concentrations,multilayers form; the surface tensiondoes
not change appreciably with bulk concentration. The

dashed lines indicate the transition between side-on to
end-on adsorption, and end-on to multilayer adsorption,
according to Hunter et al.
In all of the Wilhelmy plate experiments and in one of

the pendant bubble studies, the surface tension im-
mediately after the interface is formed is higher than that
for clean water (72.6 dyn/cm at 22 °C according to the
CRC Handbook). This elevation in surface tension may
be caused by the surface depletion of the ions and charged
proteins from the interface at early times.21 The surface
tension was also higher than the pure water value for the
entire surface tension trace of surface gaseous lysozyme
in Figure 4 and for pure buffer (not shown).
3.4. Monolayer Penetration. In parts a and b of

Figure 8, data are presented for lysozyme penetration

(21) See, for example: Adam, N. K. The Physics and Chemistry of
Surfaces, 3rd ed.; Oxford Press: Cambridge, England, 1946. Davies J.
T.; Rideal, E. K. Interfacial Phenomena; Academic Press: New York,
1961. Adamson, A. W. Physical Chemistry of Surfaces; JohnWiley and
Sons:NewYork, 1990.Hiemenz, P. C.Principles of Colloid andSurface
Chemistry; Marcel Dekker: New York, 1986.

Figure 4. Dynamics of surface tension decrease of lysozyme
obtained on the Wilhelmy plate for C ) 7 × 10-6 wt %. Bulk
concentration correspond to a final state of side-on adsorption.

Figure 5. Dynamics of surface tension decrease of lysozyme
obtained on the Wilhelmy plate for (a) C ) 8.5× 10-5 wt %, (b)
C ) 9.2 × 10-4 wt %, and (c) C ) 1.34 × 10-3 wt %. These bulk
concentrations correspond to a final state of end-on adsorption.
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into a DPPCmonolayer for bulk lysozyme concentration,
3 × 10-5 wt %. The two graphs correspond to x1 ) 0 (no
DPPC) and x1 ) 0.44 (π(t ) 0) ) 3.4 dyn/cm at 91 Å2/

molecule). (These data were presented as Figure 8 in
Sundaram and Stebe,13 where the role of the lipid in
rendering diffusion time scalesmore rapidwasdiscussed.
Here, the focus is the surface phase behavior.) The
induction period is clearly apparent in the absence of
DPPC, and disappears when DPPC is present. This
occurred in all lysozyme-DPPC experiments that were
performed. This may be caused by the screening of
cohesive interactions among the adsorbed lysozyme
molecules by DPPC, which can suppress the phase
transition, as discussed below.

4. Comparison of Theory and Experiment
4.1. Surface Phase Transitions of a Soluble Am-

phiphile. The interpretation of the induction period as
a surface tension relaxation was first put forth by Lin et
al. The analysis of these induction times in terms of
surface binodal compositions located via a Maxwell
construction on the surface equation of state is discussed
by Ferri and Stebe.11 The key ideas are briefly reviewed
here and subsequently extended to a two-component
monolayer.
Equilibrium. TheFrumkin isotherm is anadsorption

site model which accounts for interactions between
adsorbed molecules. It is given by

where

In these expressions, the equilibrium surface concentra-
tion is denoted by Γeq, the maximum surface packing by
Γ∞. Their ratio is x, the fraction of interface occupied by
the adsorbed molecule at equilibrium. The bulk concen-

Figure 6. (a) Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of a lysozyme
solution of concentration 3.53 × 10-3 wt % used in our
experiments compared to a control sample of the same
concentration.Thecontrol sampleof lysozymewascharacterized
by the standard calorimetric technique and by CD spectra. (b)
Surface tension relaxation of a lysozyme solution of concentra-
tion 2.2 × 10-4 wt % measured on different days.

Figure 7. Long time surface tension data as a function of
lysozymebulk concentration obtainedbyusingWilhelmyplate.
Here the dotted lines indicate the transition between side-on
(G) to end-on (L) and end-on (L) to multilayer adsorption
according to Hunter et al.

Figure 8. Dynamics of surface pressure increase of lysozyme
obtained on the circular multi-compartment trough for (a)C)
3.0 × 10-5 wt %, for x1 ) 0.0, and (b) C ) 3.0 × 10-5 wt %, for
x1 ) 0.44.

x ) k
k + exp(Kx)

(1)

x )
Γeq

Γ∞
; k )

C∞

a
; a ) R

â
(2)
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tration of the adsorbing species is denoted by C∞. The
parameter a is a measure of the surface activity of the
molecule; the greater is 1/a, the greater the tendency of
the molecule to partition to the interface. The ratio of
C∞/a is the adsorption number k. The parameter K can
be related to the energy of interaction between adsorbed
molecules in a lattice site model. In a reaction kinetic
model,K canbe interpretedas thedifferences in the slopes
of the activation energies for adsorption and desorption
with respect to the surface concentration. It is ameasure
of intermolecular interactions; for cohesive interactions,
K< 0. The surface equation of state corresponding to the
Frumkin isotherm is

where γ is the surface tension in equilibrium with Γeq, γo
is the surface tension of the clean aqueous-air interface,
and π is the surface pressure. For K ) -4 and x ) 1/2 the
systemexhibits critical behavior. This corresponds to the
cohesive energies between the molecules being equal in
magnitude to the thermal energy kBT, where kB is the
Boltzmannconstant. For larger cohesive interactions (i.e.
K < -4), a surface phase transition is realized.
For K < -4, the surface separates into a coexisting

surface gaseous (G) and surface liquid-expanded (L)
phases. The surface pressure is graphed as a function of
1/x in Figure 9. The spinodal points separating unstable
states from stable/metastable states are located equating
∂γ/∂Γ to zero. The tie line location is determined using
theMaxwell rule. The endpoints of the tieline are the gas
binodal surface concentration, ΓG, and liquid-expanded
binodal surface concentrations, ΓL. For coverages inter-
mediate to these twovalues, the surface pressure remains
constant at the tieline value, and the adsorbent forms
domains of concentration ΓL floating in a surface of
concentration ΓG. In Figure 10, a graph of γ vs dimen-
sionles bulk concentration (k) is presented for K < -4. A
cusp is apparent at Cc, the bulk concentration in equi-
librium with the coexisting surface gaseous and liquid-
expanded phases. As discussed in Lin et al., this can be
understood in terms of the Gibbs adsorption equation

which states that the slope of the γ-ln C curve is
proportional to Γ. At Cc, the surface concentration
increases from the gaseous binodal surface coverage ΓG
to the liquid-expanded binodal value ΓL. This cusp is the
signature of a surface phase transition for a bulk soluble
surface active molecule.
Evolution of Surface Tension with a Surface

Phase Change. To show a dynamic surface tension
profile corresponding to the phase change, the mass flux
to the interface must be modeled. Here, we assume
diffusion control only for the purpose of illustration. (The
data, in fact, indicatea strongkinetic barrier to adsorption
at elevated concentrations, as discussed below.)
Consider the mass flux to a planar interface freshly

formed in a solution containing a surface active molecule
at bulk concentrationC∞. Let the surface be initially free
of adsorbed surface active component (i.e., lysozyme in
this case). The initial and boundary conditions are

where z is the distance away from the interface and t is
time. Protein adsorbs and depletes the sublayer concen-
tration Cs(t). This causes protein to diffuse toward the
interface. The diffusion flux to the interface establishes
Cs(t) according to

In this limit, protein partitions between the sublayer and
the interface in local equilibrium. Thebulk concentration
C(z,t) is determined by Fick’s law

where D is the bulk diffusion coefficient of the protein.

Figure 9. Graph of surface pressure, π, as a function of area/
molecule for the Frumkin isotherm for a single amphiphile
under critical conditions (K ) -4) and conditions for which a
surface phase change is realized (K) -6). The surface binodals
are demarcated by the symbol G for the gaseous state and L
for the liquid-expanded state.

π ) γo - γ ) -RTΓ∞[ln(1 - x) - K
2
x2] (3)

Γ ) -1
RT

dγ
d(ln C)

(4)

Figure 10. Graph of surface pressure, π, as a function of
dimensionless bulk concentration, k for K ) -6. The critical
bulk concentration for which the two surface phases coexist is
located at the cusp.

limzf∞C(z,t) ) C∞ (5)

Γ(t)0) ) 0

C(z,t)0) ) C∞

Cs(z,t)0) ) 0 (6)

dΓ(t)
dt

) D∂C
∂z
|z)0 (7)

∂C
∂t

) D∂
2C
∂z2

(8)
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The solution of eqs 5-8 is22

Equation 9 is solved simultaneously with the instanta-
neous adsorption isotherm to give Γ(t) using standard
numerical techniques.23
The isotherm that relates Γ(Cs(t)) is

for Cs(t) < Cc or Cs(t) > Cc. For Cs(t) ) Cc, the surface
concentrationchangesbyallowing islandsof concentration
ΓL to grow at the expense of area covered by ΓG. That is,
the surface undergoes a first-order phase transition in
which the sublayer concentration Cs remains constant at
Cc. During this time, the diffusion flux remains constant
until Γ ) ΓL. Thereafter, the isotherm and eq 9 again
determine the surface concentration.
Given Γ(t), π(t) is given by

for Γ(t) < ΓG or Γ(t) > ΓL and by the tieline value for ΓG
< Γ(t) < ΓL.
Using these equations the dynamic trace of the surface

tension (indimensionless form) is determined. It is shown
inFigure11 forK) -6,where time ismadedimensionless
by the characteristic diffusion time scale τ ) h2/D, where
h ) Γeq/C∞. The surface tension exhibits a plateau that
corresponds to the adsorption of protein in the gaseous
phase and then the coexistence phase. The plateau ends
when enough protein has adsorbed that the surface is in
a surface liquid-expanded phase.
4.2. Comparison to Lysozyme Surface Tension

Data. The model has a continuous flux of protein to the
interface, with a monotonically increasing Γ as reported
in Graham and Phillips4 and Hunter et al.5 Simulta-
neously, the surface tension γ initially remains constant
because of the surface phase change, subsequently reduc-

ing for Γ > ΓL. The theoretical surface tension and our
experimental curves have the same general shape.
The disparity in the surface tension relaxation time

scales obtained byWilhelmy plate and by pendant bubble
(Figures 3 and 5) is a consequence of curvature in a
diffusion-dominated system. The diffusion-controlled
adsorption to a spherical bubble of radius ro obeys a
modified form of the Ward and Tordai solution7

This is an exact solution for the diffusion-controlled
adsorption to a sphere. The first two terms on the right-
hand side of eq 12 accounts for the more rapid mass flux
to a curved interface; as ro tends to infinity, the planar
solution (eq 9) is recovered.
Consider the right-hand side of eq 12. Note that the

first and third terms are the contributions of the forward
diffusion process, and the second and fourth terms are
back-diffusion contributions. Early in the adsorption
process, Cs is small, back diffusion is negligible, and the
mass flux to the sphere is faster than that to a plane by
the first term. In our experiments, the effect of curvature
is most significant at dilute concentrations.
Using eqs 9and12, tind for adiffusion-controlledprocess

canbe estimated for either a plane or a sphere. According
to our model, the induction period ends when the binodal
concentration for the liquid-expandedstate,ΓL is attained.
Therefore, assuming that the back diffusion terms in eqs
9 and 12 are negligible and that the surface concentration
at the end of the induction period is ΓL, the length of the
induction period, tind obeys

for a plane and

for a sphere. To estimate these quantities, ΓL of 1.8 ×
10-11 mol/cm3 is calculated using the inverse projected
area of an end-on lysozyme molecule (30 Å × 30 Å),
assumingaMWof14.3kDa for lysozyme. Acharacteristic
diffusion coefficient D ) 1.5 × 10-6 cm2/s and a bubble
radius ro of 0.08 cm are adopted. (This is the radius for
a sphere with the same volume as the pendant bubble
used in our experiments.)
The predicted values for tind for both the plane and the

sphere are compared to those realized experimentally in
Figure 12. The diffusion-controlled prediction is in
reasonableagreement fordilute concentrations. However,
tind realized inexperimentare far longer than thepredicted
values at higher C∞, indicating the presence of an
adsorption kinetic barrier.
This is consistentwith a shift inmechanismcontrolling

adsorption from pure diffusion control at dilute concen-
tration to a mixed kinetic-diffusion control at higher
concentration.7,24 To qualitatively compare the experi-
ments at higher bulk concentrations we assume that
desorptionof lysozymemolecules isnegligibleas compared
to adsorption rate. Hence the rate of accumulation of

(22) Ward, A. F. H.; Tordai, L. J. Chem. Phys. 1946, 14, 453.
(23) Miller, R.; Kretzschmer, G. Colloid Polym. Sci 1980, 258, 85. (24) Rennan, P.; et al. J. Colloid Interface Sci., in press.

Figure 11. Dynamic surface pressure increase for an am-
phiphile undergoing a gaseous-liquid-expanded phase change.
For this graph, K ) -6, k ) 10, and τ is the characteristic
diffusion time scale defined as τ ) h2/D where h ) Γeq/C∞ and
D is the diffusion coefficient.

Γ(t) ) 2xD
π
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lysozyme molecules at the interface can be written as

where â is a kinetic constant for adsorption. Equation 15
can be integrated to give

In a log-log plot eq 16 would be a line of slope -1. The
intercept cannot be estimated because both Γ∞ and â are
unknown. A (solid) line of slope -1 is shown to pass
through the high concentration Wilhelmy plate data
reported in Figure 12.
4.3. Two-ComponentSystem: Suppressionof the

Phase Change by a Second Component. Equilib-
rium. Consider a monolayer formed from an insoluble
amphiphile (component 1) at the interface of a solution
containing a bulk soluble surface active molecule (com-
ponent 2). The Frumkin adsorption isotherm adopted
earlier is extended for a two-component system to relate
C2∞ to Γ2

and K12 and K22 are the parameters for 1-2 and 2-2
interactions, respectively; these parameters are positive
for repulsive interactions and negative for cohesive ones.
The corresponding equation for ∆π is25

As in the single componentFrumkin isotherm, the critical
points can be located by equating both ∂∆π/∂Γ2 and ∂2∆π/

∂Γ2
2 to zero. The results are

where x2c is determined by the positive root that is less
than (1 - x1) of

Equations 20and21 show that the insoluble component
screens the 2-2 interactions regardless of whether it
interacts with the soluble amphiphile. That is, for x1 >
0, the soluble component requires higher 2-2 cohesive
interactions to have a phase separation for all values of
K12. This is illustrated in Figure 13 where ∆π vs 1/x2 is
shown for K22 ) -6 (strong enough cohesion to give a
surface phase change for a single surfactant system) and
for K12 ) 0 (no 12 interactions). As the value of x1 is
increased from zero, the spinodal behavior is eliminated,
and the soluble component adsorbs as a single phase. The
corresponding ∆π vs ln k graph is also shown (see Figure
14). As x1 increases, the cusp in this graph disappears.
Dynamics of Monolayer Penetration: Theory. A

monolayer formed from an insoluble amphiphile, (com-
ponent 1) is exposed at t ) 0 to an interface of a solution(25) Sundaram, S.; Stebe, K. J. Langmuir 1996, 12, 2028.

Figure 12. Plot of tind as a function of bulk lysozyme
concentration. The solid line corresponds to a slope of -1, as
predicted by eq 16 for a mixed kinetic-diffusion-controlled
adsorption to a planar surface. The two dashed lines in the
figure are the theoretical prediction for diffusion-controlled
adsorption to a planar (eq 13) and spherical (eq 14) geomtery.

∂Γ
∂t

) âC∞(Γ∞ - Γ) (15)

tind ) -ln(Γ∞ - ΓL

Γ∞
) 1
âC∞

(16)

x2
1 - x1

) k
k + exp(K12x1 + K22x2)

(17)

x2 )
Γ2eq

Γ2∞
; x1 )

Γ1

Γ1∞
; k )

C2∞
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; a ) R
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(18)

∆π ) πmix(x1,x2) - πlipid(x1) )

-RTΓ2∞[ln(1 -
x2

1 - x1) - K12x1x2 -
K22

2
x2

2] (19)

Figure13. Plot of change in surfacepressure,∆π, as a function
of area/molecule for increasing x1 and K22 ) -6, showing that
the insoluble component x1 prevents the phase change in
component 2.

Figure14. Plot of change in surfacepressure,∆π, as a function
of dimensionless bulk concentration, k for K22 ) -6.0. As x1
increases, the cusp disappears.

K22 ) 1
(1 - x1 - x2c)

2
(20)
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2
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containingabulk solubleamphiphile (component2).Here,
to illustrate how an insoluble amphiphile can effect the
phase behavior of the soluble amphiphile, the components
are assumed to be noninteracting and the adsorption flux
to be diffusion-controlled. (The extensions to include
interactions are straightforward.)
The diffusion-controlled adsorption of the soluble com-

ponent into a preexisting insolublemonolayer of coverage
x1 was discussed in a previous paper.13 The monolayer is
assumed to be initially free of component 2. Diffusion
establishes the instantaneoussublayer concentration.The
solution to thediffusion-controlled transport of component
2 to the interface is given by eq 9.
Surfactant partitions between the sublayer and the

interface according to the isotherm for Γ2 < Γ2G and for
Γ2 > Γ2L:

For Γ2G < Γ2 < Γ2L, the surface concentration increases to
Γ2L at constant diffusive flux. These equations are solved
as above. Given Γ2(t), ∆π(t) is given by

for Γ2 < Γ2G and for Γ2 > Γ2L and by the tieline value for
Γ2G < Γ2 < Γ2L.
4.4. Comparison toMonolayerPenetrationData.

The ∆π vs dimensionless time (t/τ) graphs are shown in
Figure 15 as a function of x1 for K22 ) -6 and for
dimensionless bulk concentration, k ) 10. Note that as
x1 increases from zero, the plateau in the ∆π curve
disappears. This is similar to the penetration data
presented in Figure 8.

5. Isotherm and Images of Mixed Monolayers
Up to now, the effect of DPPC on the phase behavior of

lysozyme has been discussed. Conversely, lysozyme also
strongly alters the phase behavior of DPPC. A compres-
sion isotherm of DPPC was obtained on a lysozyme
solution. DPPC was spread and compressed on the
aspirated surface of a buffered lysozyme solution of
concentration 1.38 × 10-4 wt % at a rate of 0.5 mm/min.
This isotherm is compared to a lysozyme-free DPPC
isotherm (see Figure 16; the abscissa is the area/molecule
of DPPC). For the mixed monolayer, no gaseous state is

observed. The mixed monolayer has a markedly lower
compressibility at high area/DPPC molecule but greater
compressibility at smaller area/DPPC molecule. Fur-
thermore, themixedmonolayer canbecompressed toareas
far smaller than the choline headgroup dimensions
(roughly 41A2/molecule) which characterize the incom-
pressible limit for a pure DPPC monolayer. This may
suggest squeeze-out of the lipid from the monolayer.
The morphology and inner structure of DPPC domains

formed at the aqueous-gas interface have been studied
previously using BAM20 by Vollhardt. In that study, it is
reported that DPPC forms domains which have a char-
acteristic three armed (triskelion) shape. The shape of
these domains and their inner structure is dominated by
the bulkyDPPCheadgroup. The chirality of themolecule
alters both the inner and outer structure: the arms of the
triskelion shape curl clockwise for R-DPPC and counter-
clockwise for L-DPPC. The domains have smooth varia-
tions in the intensity of the reflected light except at sharp
lines that follow the shape of the arm structures. By
ascertaining whether these lines remain fixed as the
polarizer is adjusted, lines demarcating sharpboundaries
in orientation canbedifferentiated fromthose that appear
in a smoothly varying orientation. The lines within the
DPPC domains indicate that the orientation varies
continuously within the structures26 (see Figure 17).
Similar shapes and tilt angles are observed when DPPC
is spread on buffer solution.
All experiments reported here were performed with

L-DPPC. Chiral discrimination effects were not probed.

(26) Weidemann, G.; Vollhardt, D. Colloid Surf. 1995, 100, 187.

Figure 15. Plot of ∆π/∆πeq vs t/τ (dimensionless time) as a
function of x1 and k ) 10.

Γ2(t)
Γ2∞

) (1 - x1)[ C2s(t)

C2s(t) + a exp[K22

Γ2(t)
Γ2∞ ]] (22)

∆π ) -RTΓ2∞[ln(1 -
Γ2(t)x2

Γ2eq(1 - x1)) + K22(Γ2(t)
Γ2eq

x2)2]
(23)

Figure 16. (a) DPPC compression isotherm on phosphate
buffer salinesolution.Theabscissa isbasedonthearea/molecule
ofDPPC. (b)DPPCcompression isothermonbuffered lysozyme
solution at C ) 1.38 × 10-4 wt %. The abscissa is based on the
area/molecule of DPPC.
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When DPPC is compressed to 68 nm2/molecule on a
subphase containing buffered lysozyme, the morphology
and inner structure of the domains change remarkably
(see Figure 18a). Some domains formwith the triskelion
shape at dilute concentrations of lysozyme (5.0× 10-5 wt
%). However, most domains are nearly circular in shape.
The variation in the intensity of the reflected light is far
less pronounced than in the pure DPPC domains. The
monolayerwasallowed to remain exposed to the lysozyme
solution for 16 h (Figure 18b). The domains became
densely packed, and the triskelion became more circular
and uniform in tilt angle.
This effect is still more pronounced at higher concen-

trations of lysozyme; in Figure 19 DPPC monolayers are
compressed to the same area/molecule, but exposed to 1
× 10-4 wt% lysozyme. The domains are farmore densely
packed on the interface, and thedomain shapesarenearly
circular blobs that reflect light uniformly, indicating a
homogeneous tilt angle within the domains.

The shape and tilt angle of pure DPPC domains have
been shown to be controlled by the phosphatidylcholine
headgroup.26 These images suggest that the structure
imposed by the headgroup is disrupted by the presence
of adsorbed lysozyme intercalating between the DPPC
molecules.

6. Conclusions and Implications
In unison, the surface tension data, the fluorescence

images in Figure 1, and the data ofHunter et al. establish
that lysozyme undergoes a first-order phase change at
the liquid-gas interfacewith concomitant rearrangement
from side-on to end-on adsorption. Protein adsorbed in
the side-on configuration is in the gaseous state, and the
surface tension is relatively insensitive. Thereorientation
from side-on to end-on adsorption occurs at constant
surface tension. The protein adsorbed in the end-on
configuration is in a surface liquid-expanded state. Any
additionaladsorptionstrongly reduces thesurface tension.
This ability of a protein to form organized states at the
interface at concentrations far below those for bulk
aggregation may have implications in protein crystal-
lization at interfaces.
Lysozyme adsorption is diffusion-controlled at dilute

concentrations, kinetically controlled at higher concentra-
tions.
The induction period disappears if lysozyme adsorbs

into an insoluble monolayer. A two component Frumkin
isotherm is used to discuss the suppression of the G-LE
phase transition in theproteinby the insoluble component.
This suggests that inapplicationswhere inductionperiods
are to be avoided, the addition of a second amphiphile can
be used to eliminate them.
The system is extremely complex, in that each am-

phiphile alters the other’s phase behavior as evidenced
by BAM images and compression isotherms of the mixed
monolayer.
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Figure 17. (a) BAM image of pure DPPC liquid condensed
domains with three-arm structures and well-developed inner
structure formed at the aqueous gas interface at 68 nm2/
molecule. (b) BAM image showing also the two-arm structures
and domains of smaller size at the same area/molecule.

Figure 18. (a) BAM image ofDPPC liquid condensed domains
at 68 nm2/molecule at the interface of a 5× 10-5 wt% lysozyme
solution immediately after compression. (b) BAM image of the
same interface after being allowed to equilibrate for 16 h.

Figure 19. BAM image of DPPC liquid condensed domains at
68nm2/moleculeat the interfaceofa10-4wt%lysozymesolution
immediately after compression.
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